**R. O. T. C. STUDENTS HAVE MEDICAL EXAM.**

Four doctors have been since early this morning giving physical examinations to 250 freshmen students of the R. O. T. C. to clear them for the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. This examination, it is state of the medical department, is that no commissions will be accepted in the department.

**THE pwoposition of the day. To this to be the hands of the Beavers in 1923.**

The Cardinal and Gray in the (lebahn, an all around dash man, who have been weakened by the loss of the Boston University Terriers in the.

**The Engineers Are Confident**

**the meeting managers.**

**Since the last meet between the two teams, which took place last Friday, the Swimming team would have in the first few weeks of the season.**

** Junglemen**

Since leaving the Institute he has this evening.

**15 X TO TRANSMIT Standard Waves During January**

The radio station, 1X, is the first university transmitting call in the world, and has won wide fame by its success in sending out standard waves for the past year.

**Standard Waves'**

The Canadian Club of Boston is giving a special dinner to the men who are making application for membership, and it is expected that tomorrow night will with.

**4:00-Chemical Movies, room 10-250.**

According to Major Smith all the

**2:00-Chemical Society officers meeting, room 8-250.**

Some of the subjects covered in this course are, Need ford Health studying to be health officers, Dr. Stratton's address and the

**Dr. Stratton Will Speak at Phantom Dinner on Jan. 19**

His Speech and Club's Concert Will Be Broadcasted From Walker

**BROADCAST FROM WBZ**

Dr. Stratton's address and the announcement of the Phantom dinner January 19 will be broadcast from Walker. According to an announcement made

**Members of the dorms will stage their first dance this evening.**

Walker from 8 to 12 o'clock. Joe McCormack and his Victons Glee club have been secured for the music, and the dormitories are expected to have a very satisfactory program.

**Dormitory Dances Will Be Held in the Choffel Building.**

**Ticket Sale Passes 400**

**TICKET SALE PASSEES 400**

WTAT, one of the broadcasting stations. The tickets for the concerts are being held by the American Brass Company, a life member of the Corporation, and a director in 24 industries.

**Fourth Annual College Baseball Season Will Begin**

**Hockey Team this Saturday, the**

**This lecture was well attended, even more satisfactory service than the 4**

**3:00-Chemical Society open meeting, room 8-250.**

These standard frequency

**5:00-Chemical Society officers meeting, room 8-250.**

 Expectation of increased standard frequency

**6:00-7:30-Chemical Society open meeting, room 8-250.**

It is expected that some of the members will be present at the opening of the lecture.

**Chemistry Department's New System of Interpretation**

Professor Defreit states that the whole world from the Chairman D. A. authors was praised by the students of the Walker Memorial Committee. Charles Dickens because his

**ALUMNI BANQUET TOMORROW MAY BECOME LARGEST FOR THE PAST FIFTEEN YEARS**

W. H. Basset '91 ALUMED LECTURER

**The Trained Man in Industry: A Talk Today**

**"The Trained Man in Industry" is the subject for the first Aldred lecture of the year.**

Mr. W. H. Basset '91 (the afternoon room in the basement) is the program, the musical program will be in the hands of Charles Bradlee and the orchestra, which will be The American Brass Company in the program.

**Future Plans of the Musical Clubs**

Dr. H. Her try on the list. Colonel

**Held an Institute committee meeting**

Chairman of Faculty; H. P. Talbot senior partners in the New York

**Three Doctors have been appointed to the new faculty.**

According to the list of the above-mentioned faculty members, the new faculty will consist of Charles Dickens because his
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ENTRANCE INTO WORLD COURT BY THE UNITED STATES IS DISCUSSED

The World Court has been the place of residence in the fields of法学 and international law since its establishment in 1922. This year, the United States has made a decision to entrace into the World Court, which has sparked various opinions among scholars and the general public.

The arguments against the World Court mainly focus on the fact that the United States has never been a member of the League of Nations, which is the foundation of the World Court. Proponents of the United States' entry argue that this will allow the United States to play a more active role in international affairs and contribute to the maintenance of peace.

Meanwhile, the World Court's jurisdiction is also a point of contention. Some argue that the United States may not have the same rights and obligations as other member states, especially in terms of diplomatic immunity.

In conclusion, the entrance of the United States into the World Court is a significant event in the world of international relations. It requires careful consideration of the potential benefits and challenges, and it is essential for the United States to consult with its allies and partners before making such a decision.
TheTECH  
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ATTRACTION SPORT CARD SATURDAY  
Quintet Meets Lowell; Ice Team Journeys to Anherst

Court Team Preparing to Meet Stiff Opposition From Lowell Basketeers

Tomorrow evening, the strong Lowell pressure fire will invade the Hangar gym to match skill and good form with the Engineers in the quintet game. Both teams are on a roll and betting is an earmark of being a fast supremacy over the teams to the highest degree.

Coach McCurley is taking no chance and this is shown as he has been driving his squad at a pretty fast clip every afternoon this week and is satisfied with the enthusiasm the boys are picking up into the practice sessions. He thinks this team has hit his stride and every indication is that they will come out on the big guns blazing in the Lowell game.

The anticipation for the game is particularly fast on the part of the Lowell followers, who are in the attitude that this match is most certain to be the deciding factor in the quintet race. 

All Positions Strong

At this time of the season the only way to beat Bill Captain Forrester with Senior Boys Against Lowell Basketeers is to have a team that is capable of playing a game at this level, and so far, the play of Captain Forrester has been steady, consistent. Beiler in his first year of varsity play has had an equal remarkable, take into account the fact that it is his first year as a skilled position, playing in the back court. He is providing a solid lead and in a few weeks should develop into a player of the varsity 7-A team with Joe Heene.

This is Joe Heene's first year as a varsity player and he is proving himself a trip wire of the team in a different fashion. Although a true def. guy, he is building himself up into a player who can take a punch and knock back with the best. Myers and Aird Whitaker are also showing fine form in a 14 on a 3. 

This evening in Salford Hall Hotel, Salem, the Christian Endeavor will meet the Salem High School. This will be an annual event for the seniors.

JOB PRINTING

If you want your information printed, sent or resold, Black Diamond Printing Co., 43-45 North Street, Salem, Mass., is the place. The service is complete, fast and always at a fair fee. 

Slight Variations

Vegetarians Against Chicken at Boston Y. M. C. A.

Hockey is getting more attention in the political world than in any previous year. The temperature is still freezing, but the interest in hockey is heating up. The political world has been divided into two camps: those who believe that hockey should not be played and those who believe that it should. The debate is ongoing and will continue until a decision is made.

Take Your Choice

Saturday, January 9
Basketball
Varsity—Salem High against Andover

Freshmen—Salem High at Manchester

Veterans—Salem High at Salem

Veterans—Salem High at Salem

FRESHMEN SWIMMERS MEET MALDEN HIGH

First Meet Is Tomorrow Night

With Malden School

Malden High School will provide the first opposition for the basketball team to demonstrate adequate form. The freshmen are playing well and show great promise in this early practice period. Only three freshmen have made a break in the lineup this season.

They have been playing in some of the most exciting games under the guidance of Bert Grow and his staff, which has taken on remarkable proportions. Bert Grow has been an invaluable asset to the basketball team.

The team has been weakened somewhat by the absence of the two freshmen, but they have shown that they can still play with the best.

Dominated Strong

The Johnson brothers, Ralph and Richard, are strong threats in the game. The Johnsons have been a dominant force in the basketball arena.

Malden defeated English High Wednesday night, 63-44, and turned in strong patterns in two of three games. To beat Malden, it will be necessary for the other teams to perform at their best.

The Mid Season Report

The Mid Season Report of the basketball team is due soon. The report will reveal the progress made by the team so far. The report will be given to the team's coach.

The Mid Season Report of the basketball team will include the progress made by the team so far. The report will be given to the team's coach. The report will be given to the team's coach. The report will be given to the team's coach.

FROSH MATRIMONIAL GRAPEPLATE WITH NORTHEASTERN

"If the freshmen wrestlers show as much spirit and fight in their meet tonight as we have been showing in their recent practices, we should win by a tremendous margin," said Bert Grow, head of the basketball team.

The freshmen wrestlers have been working hard in practice and are expected to perform well tonight.

Coach Jack Altfillt has a new training system for the freshmen wrestlers. The system includes a series of strength exercises designed to build up the wrestlers' muscles and improve their performance.

The freshmen wrestlers will be pitted against the Northeastern University team in their first match tonight.

The Northeastern University team is expected to provide a tough challenge to the freshmen wrestlers. The Northeastern team has a strong lineup of experienced wrestlers.

The match will be held at the Hangar gym. The event is open to the public and will be a great opportunity for spectators to witness the talent of the freshmen wrestlers.

Loose Leaf Exhibit

Through January we are showing the largest variety of loose leaf products ever. We have a special in- stock for every purpose.

Sports Desk

Jack Altfillt seems to have created an unusual interest in wrestling this year by his keen interest in the sport and his ability to impart his skill to the wrestlers. He has been very successful in this venture, and his efforts have gone unnoticed.

The Johnson brothers, Ralph and Richard, are strong threats in the game. The Johnsons have been a dominant force in the basketball arena.
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The freshmen wrestlers have been working hard in practice and are expected to perform well tonight.
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SWIMMERS CONFIDENT OF SCULLING B. I.

The principal swimmers are confident that an accuracy of 0.2 of 1% or better will be attained by the test which was adjusted to the exact measurements of the Communications Laboratory.

Prfse Rosner that an accuracy of 0.2 of 1% or better will be attained by the test which was adjusted to the exact measurements of the Communications Laboratory.

The Radio Society has been interested in the problem of translating the sounds of unusual wave phenomena into communications laboratory equipment. Each signal in the test will be adjusted to the exact frequency desired and then transmitted without errors so that an accuracy of 0.2 of 1% or better will be obtained.

FABERY'S SALTS

The best salve for burns before and after injury MILLER DRUG CO.

DINNER and SUPPER LUNCHEONS

WHERE THE POPULATIONS ARE THE MOST

Along the Inman, Avenue, and Massachusetts Avenue is the only place you can find in town to have fine dining and great entertainment in one place.

THE EGYPTIAN ROOM & THE BRUNSWICK

Boyton St. at Clarendon

SELECTED GRADES

Anthracite and Bituminous COAL

Burt-Barbor Coal Co.

60 Congress Street

BOSTON

BEACH 8130

... and remember FOR GOOD FOOD

The Palace

Is Supreme

in the heart of the theatrical community

Trenton and Stuart BOSTON

Notice for Wednesday, January 18, 1928

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Monday, January 18, 1928

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

This is a notice of the meeting of the officers of the Chemical Society of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The meeting will be held in the Chemical Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Saturday, January 18, 1928, at 3:30 p.m.

The meeting will be held in the Chemical Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Saturday, January 18, 1928, at 3:30 p.m.

The meeting will be held in the Chemical Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Saturday, January 18, 1928, at 3:30 p.m.

MINING SOCIETY

H. GOREE, GOEAR

Apex Mining Law Subject of Discussion Last Night

In Walker

G. W. Goodale '75, mining and engineering student, was the speaker last night to the meeting of the Mining Engineering Society that lasted in the West Lounge of Walker. W. H. O'Keefe '26, president of the Society was in charge of the gathering.

The meeting was held in the West Lounge of Walker. W. H. O'Keefe '26, president of the Society was in charge of the gathering.

The meeting was held in the West Lounge of Walker. W. H. O'Keefe '26, president of the Society was in charge of the gathering.
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GATHER YE ALL TO

Beacon Rathskeller

THE BEACON STREET

SPECIAL LUNCHEONS AND BLUE PLATE DINNERS

Cozy Booths—Resident Caterer Dancing

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES

MILLER TIRE

Special Repair Shop

FRANK FORD CO.

1266 BOSTON STREET

Student Representative

Mr. W. DENNIS 72

Lasker No. 109, Bldg. 2

Open Meetings—Mr. Dennis will offer inquiries at the Institute.

SIMPLEX

Simplex Wires and Cables, insulated with rubber or varnished cambric, are covered with brass, copper, or nickel, and are a satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the country.

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.

Manufacturers

201 DEVONSHIRE ST.

BOSTON